How to bank DNA

- Inform your Healthcare Provider you would like to bank DNA from your pregnancy.
- Your Healthcare Provider will contact us for information regarding specimen collection.
- Complete the DNA Banking Agreement found at PGDNABank.com.
- Provide the completed DNA Banking Agreement and payment to your Provider to enclose with the specimen.

What should I know about PreventionGenetics?
- PreventionGenetics offers both DNA Banking and Clinical DNA Testing services.
- We have been banking DNA since 1996 and providing clinical testing since 2004.
- PreventionGenetics is a CLIA and ISO 15189:2012 accredited laboratory dedicated to the highest quality and ethical standards.
- We work to extract the highest quality DNA possible from all specimens.
- We offer a comprehensive test menu related to fetal concerns.

PGDNABank is a service of

PreventionGenetics

DISEASE PREVENTION THROUGH GENETIC TESTING

3800 South Business Park Avenue
Marshfield, WI 54449
Phone: (715) 387-0484
FAX: (715) 384-3661, Attn: DNA Banking
Email: DNABanking@PreventionGenetics.com
www.PGDNABank.com

A new way to move forward

DNA BANKING FOR FETAL CONCERNS

The secure storage of genetic material for future testing and analysis
Reasons to bank DNA from your pregnancy

- Testing of banked DNA may one day provide answers or closure for you.
- Genetic material from your pregnancy may help to inform medical management for future pregnancies.
- DNA banking allows you to benefit from future advances in medicine and genetic testing technology.

DNA banking gives you the option to pursue genetic testing when you are ready.

---

What is DNA banking?

- DNA Banking is the secure storage of an individual’s genetic material for future analysis and testing.
- The DNA is extracted from a blood or tissue sample.
- Extracted DNA is stored in multiple secure locations for at least 50 years.
- Once DNA is banked, it can be withdrawn by you for testing at any time.

We offer:

- Competitive pricing at $169 with no annual fees.
- Studies to make sure the fetal DNA is pure and free of maternal DNA for no additional charge.
- Confidentiality of all personal information.

---

“My quest for answers somehow brought me all the peace anyone could get out of my tragedies. Looking back, the moment I signed the DNA banking form was pivotal in the diagnosis…it was also a milestone in my grief journey- a journey I will take my entire life.”

~ PARENT TESTIMONIAL